Wintoshington and Clackamas Counties, established in three districts, Clackamas, and Washington Counties. Parent leaders have been able to help others and willing into care and are willing brought their children their issues that leaders have overcome their care. These parent children removed from welfare clients and have all previous child welfare system. To that we have understood the child and most crucial aspects is foster care. One of the to assist the children in
Shawn

Believe in themselves. "Being in Hope" gives me the chance to help others. Brighten their day. It was very difficult for me—now was so much better. I was very involved in Hope and my own recovery. I had been a parent before, but I was not sure if I could be one again. Becoming a Hope Parent has been the best decision I've ever made.

James

I never stopped loving my children, just myself."Now I have a purpose, and I'm working to be the person I want to be." I'm grateful for the support of Hope and the chance to be a part of something so important.

Robert F. Kennedy

"People of hope"

Others..."he sends forth a tiny Hand to the poor of the land."

Anonymous

Volunteer for Parents

Volunteer at Recovery Centers

Volunteer at Drug Court

Volunteer at Welfare

Volunteer at Child Protective Services

Volunteer at State and National and DHS Site

Training Community Partners

Child Welfare Advisory Board

Facilitators and members of community

Hope Parents are involved in many ways within their communities.

WHAT ARE THEIR QUALIFICATIONS?

WHAT ARE THEIR SKILLS?

These parents have been working with Child Welfare System through Training. Many of them possess insights that are not common. They have successfully navigated the Child Welfare System and possess strong leadership skills.

WHY BECOME A LEADER?

Parent Leaders have successfully navigated the system. They are competent in leadership and have a vision for change.

HOW CAN WE HELP?

The Child Welfare System can benefit from the experience and knowledge of these parents. They can provide guidance and support to others who are navigating the system. Their experiences can be used to improve the outcomes for others.